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NEXANS AURORA 
The installation of the equipment on the Nexans Aurora
is approaching completion with the walls of the carousel
being put into place.  The installation team completed
the build of the walls over the course of 3 days despite
50mph winds and heavy snow doing its best to hamper
progress.  

The Carousel was trial built at the fabrication facility
Marine Fabricators Ltd in Middlesbrough prior to
painting and transporting to the shipyard, to ensure that
the final build on site at ULSTEIN Verft was smooth and
efficient.

Now the equipment is fully installed, the Nexans Aurora
will undergo inclining tests.

When the vessel is complete it will be the most state of
the art cable layer in the industry.  With the bespoke
concentric carousel, the vessel will begin work later this
year.

http://www.maats.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ulstein/


The design processes for the array spread on the Van Oord vessel have started in earnest. 
 MAATS, contracted by VARD Group AS Norway, have designed a turnkey system including 2
cable carousels, cable engines and a 20Te Quadrant System.  

Project Lead Engineer, Ewan Preston, comments "Parts of MAATS offer includes two novel
pieces of technology designed at improving cable handling efficiencies during Quadrant
deployment and Under Deck Carousel loading. Both will provide technical challenges but will
ultimately reduce the number of deck hands involved in each process."

The vessel will contribute significantly to the advancing offshore wind market.

MAATS Tech have had a team on site at
Remontowa Shiprepair Yard in Poland since the
start of 2021 and have now completed the
installation and modifications to our clients vessel
which also included the provision of carrying out
the vessel inclination test. The team have now
arrived safely back into the UK having managed
not only the technical challenges of the project but
the added issues around Covid testing and
quarantine requirements. Lisa Edwards, Managing
Director “In order to reach this achievement the
team have worked well to deliver the project in
these difficult times by being flexible with the
client, staying on site longer to reduce travel time
and testing and ensuring the quality of our
product for the client remains priority
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VARD/VAN OORD ARRAY LAY VESSEL

VESSEL CONVERSION IN POLAND
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MEDIA

INTERNAL NEWS

MAATS are currently recruiting for 2 positions within the increasingly busy engineering team.
Mechanical Design Engineer and Tendering Engineer.  

More information on both positions can be found on our website Careers page,
https://www.maats.co.uk/about-us/careers/.

Team MAATS Welcomes Another New Member
Close on the heels of baby Alexander, MAATS welcomes Matilda Emerald Baxter to the team. 
 Born to MAATS Operations Lead, Alex Baxter and his wife Saskia on 8th March, baby Matilda
weighed a dinky 6lb 7oz.  Congratulations Alex and Saskia!

Recruitment Opportunities

MAATS Business Development Director, Gavin Rippe discussed the required
advances in cable lay for the burgeoning offshore wind market with David Foxwell
of Riviera Maritime Media.  MAATS pride themselves on their innovative design
philosophy; this is driven by a constant focus on the requirements of an industry
that is the future of energy production.  The article in Qt1 Offshore Wind Journal is
an interesting and thought provoking read.  bit.ly/OWJ_Qt1_CableLay

With work progressing on the VARD project, MAATS have been considering the
processes necessary to ensure the designs and equipment supplied are optimum
for the vessel and the proposed operations.  This piece in Total Energy and Marine
encompasses that philosophy and reflects accurately how MAATS engage with
customers.  http://bit.ly/TEM_Apl21_Nex



H O R I Z O N A L  L A Y  S Y S T E M
 As previously mentioned,  MAATS maintain a strong focus on research and
development which,  with the advances in offshore windfarm technology means
solv ing operat ional  chal lenges effect ively  and eff ic ient ly .  This can be done both
by adapting and equipping exist ing CLV’s or providing solut ions which can be
readi ly  mobi l ised onto vessels of  opportunity .

The MAATS designed horizontal  lay system is a design created in response to the
quickly  developing opportunit ies in the renewables market and the ut i l isat ion of
exist ing vessels for cable lay.  Certain considerat ions were made to the
development of  this HLS design,  chief ly  respect ing product MBR and the
space/weight avai labi l i ty  of  an exist ing vessel .

The main benef i t  of  this  approach is  that i t  can be designed into the future
toolset of  a newbui ld vessel ,  retrof i t ted to an exist ing CLV or mobi l ised onto a
low-cost vessel  of  opportunity and requires minimum deck area for instal lat ion.  

The system is hugely versat i le and can be used in conjunct ion with several  other
MAATS designed solut ions including the patented Act ive Chute,  the Module
Handl ing System or an A Frame. 

The Act ive Chute provides continuous fr ict ionless support to the product a long
the minimum bend radius of  the product being deployed and so del iver ing or
recovering the product from horizontal  to vert ical  without the fr ict ion of  a steel
chute or the bulk of  a lay wheel .  The Module Deployment System is designed with
f loat ing wind technology in mind.  I t  can handle any typical  diameter of  cable,  any
typical  diameter and length of  distr ibuted buoyancy module,  any typical  pitch
between modules

CASE STUDY
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